
Ensure a clear visibility of the 
development progress by 

automatically collecting all the 
required information and context 

within your vehicle programs

Enable parallel development of new 
capabilities by providing the relevant data 
when and where it’s needed to make sure 
that all parties have a clear understanding 
of status and how their feature fits into the 
development of the vehicle

Ensure vehicle level feature 
readiness and implementation 
planning for the final “OTB” (Ok To 
Buy) as OEMs ship out vehicles to 
dealerships and customers

Meet the earliest date when a new 
capability, with different 

introduction dates, is being 
developed and slated to be used 

on different variances of the 
product throughout its lifetime
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Siemens Digital Industries Software

Drive the change that changes driving with
Software & Systems Engineering

Automotive-player-development 
productivity has barely risen, on average.

Productivity of tech leaders is outpacing 
automotive players but is still not fast 
enough to bridge the complexity gap. 

Left unchecked, software complexity is expected to rise 
rapidly with the introduction of new functionality, only 
slowing once vehicle autonomy becomes mainstream.

Rise of Electrification

The electric vehicle’s share of new car sales will increase significantly 

Consumers want to be connected... and are willing to pay for it

Number of governments with plans to phase out internal combustion vehicles
Governments are requiring cleaner, greener transportation
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Increase of software
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Software representation in % of the vehicle

Growing, unsustainable gap between software complexity and productivity levels 

SECURITY

Hackers Personal Data Security

Percentage of consumers concerned about personal data theft and hacker attacks

Software increases lead to safety, reliability and security risks
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Software-development complexity Software-development productivity,
tech leaders
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Unprecedented change in the automotive industry...

Shift in Consumer Demands

Sustainability

Software & Systems Engineering: Integrated Program Planning

Digitally transform your business from ideation through delivery

An integrated Model Based Systems Engineering approach that helps you develop today’s complex vehicles faster, with higher quality, and meet 
the demands of consumers and governmental regulations.

Drive the change that changes driving with 
Software & Systems Engineering from Siemens

...Leads to exponential growth of complexity, forcing automakers to adapt

2020

2.7%

13
Countries

31
Cities/Regions

Orchestrate and automate 
your business processes to 
improve your ability to 
manage complexity.

Enhance product definition to define the 
scope of the vehicle and the initial 
blueprint for building the vehicle which 
is handed off to engineering. 

Support connected engineering organizing 
people, teams, and activities across multiple 
domains and disciplines, and implement 
frontloading of simulation for engineering 
decisions as well as validation and verification.

Improve the management of all the 
interconnected digital information to 
address the massive complexities in 
today’s vehicle development.

Enable a systems approach to program planning 
and execution by integrating timing, cost, 
resource scheduling and technical requirements 
into a fully planned, resourced and budgeted 
program managing all program artifacts. 

Source: Deloitte None Willing to pay
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